Objective To develop and evaluate a text mining system for extracting key clinical features from vaccine adverse event reporting system (VAERS) narratives to aid in the automated review of adverse event reports. Design Based upon clinical significance to VAERS reviewing physicians, we defined the primary (diagnosis and cause of death) and secondary features (eg, symptoms) for extraction. We built a novel vaccine adverse event text mining (VaeTM) system based on a semantic text mining strategy. The performance of VaeTM was evaluated using a total of 300 VAERS reports in three sequential evaluations of 100 reports each. Moreover, we evaluated the VaeTM contribution to case classification; an information retrieval-based approach was used for the identification of anaphylaxis cases in a set of reports and was compared with two other methods: a dedicated text classifier and an online tool. Measurements The performance metrics of VaeTM were text mining metrics: recall, precision and F-measure. We also conducted a qualitative difference analysis and calculated sensitivity and specificity for classification of anaphylaxis cases based on the above three approaches. Results VaeTM performed best in extracting diagnosis, second level diagnosis, drug, vaccine, and lot number features (lenient F-measure in the third evaluation: 0. 897, 0.817, 0.858, 0.874, and 0.914, respectively). In terms of case classification, high sensitivity was achieved (83.1%); this was equal and better compared to the text classifier (83.1%) and the online tool (40.7%), respectively. Conclusion Our VaeTM implementation of a semantic text mining strategy shows promise in providing accurate and efficient extraction of key features from VAERS narratives.
INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous reporting systems (SRS), such as the vaccine adverse event reporting system (VAERS) play an important role in providing early evidence of new, serious, and unexpected adverse events after the use of medical products. In SRS, safety signals are typically identified using both qualitative and quantitative methods requiring timeintensive manual report review by medical experts. The standard approach to organizing the clinical data is to derive a description of the key features, including the diagnosis, time to onset, and alternative explanations that can be summarized across multiple cases for a 'case series' evaluation. Further evaluation of the summary data seeks unusual patterns among the key features or might include analysis of disproportionate reporting of a diagnosis after some medical products compared with others. 1 During the period 2006e11, the average number of reports per year more than doubled from the previous 5 years to 32 200; this trend of increasing numbers of reports to VAERS makes the development of automated tools essential.
To increase the efficiency of manual report review effectively, any automated tool must reliably: (1) recognize and differentiate between merely a reported symptom and an actual diagnosis in the narrative; (2) extract the key features that help determine whether a real association exists between a medical exposure and a reported outcome (eg, timing of both the exposure and outcome, alternative explanations for the event such as past medical history and co-administered medications; (3) reduce the amount of text required to be read and interpreted; and (4) tag and organize the key medical concepts after extraction from the raw report data.
A variety of methods has been employed to process medical text, extract facts, and/or recognize a specific range of adverse events in patient records, but each of these methods has certain limitations. 2e4 For example, machine learning techniques offer a promising solution but require large pre-annotated corpora for training, consuming considerable human resources. 5 6 Similarly, other approaches based on the construction of controlled dictionaries are considered to be laborious, demanding, and costly because they must be informed by specialist knowledge. 7 A number of text mining systems perform a part-of-speechbased tagging and shallow parsing that are followed by the named entity recognition, such as the Genia, 8 cTakes 6 and MedTAS/P systems. 9 MedLEE grammar combines semantic and syntactic cooccurrence patterns. 10 These systems do not have the capability to extract the key features required for safety surveillance using the case series framework without modification. While modification of one of these systems might be possible, we considered it would be simpler to develop a self-contained system. In this paper, we describe the development and evaluation of a text mining system specifically designed for VAERS that combines semantic tagging with rule-based techniques, to identify key clinical features and facilitate adverse event review.
Background
VAERS collects reports of adverse events following immunization (AEFI) with any US-licensed vaccine.
11 AEFI reports may be submitted by medical experts and other members of the public. Safety surveillance in VAERS has two main purposes: first, to identify new and unexpected AEFI; second, to characterize further the safety profile of a vaccine by reviewing previously described AEFI in the context of comorbidities and other medical products among the general population.
METHODS
With the case series evaluation framework as an overarching guide, five US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) medical epidemiologists with experience reviewing VAERS reports identified, by consensus, the set of key features of VAERS reports that should be extracted: (1) primary diagnostic features: diagnosis and the cause of death; (2) secondary diagnostic features: second-level diagnosis (stated as 'ssessment', 'impression', or 'possible' diagnosis), rule-out diagnosis, other reported symptoms and treatment; (3) causal assessment features: time to the onset of the first symptoms following vaccination, family and medical history; and (4) quality assessment features: the vaccine exposures and lot numbers. In this paper we focus on the performance of the first three feature categories.
Vaccine adverse event text mining
The Vaccine adverse event Text Mining (VaeTM) system comprises multiple components (see table 1 ) that together process the free text of VAERS reports and extract 11 predefined features (see supplementary figure 1, available online only). MedLEE developers argued that it is the semantic and not the syntactic patterns in the clinical documents that determine the underlying interpretation. 12 This observation is particularly valid for VAERS narratives and inspired us in following a purely semantic text mining strategy. For example, 'epinephrine', 'pain' and 'stomach' were not considered as nouns but as 'Drug', 'Symptom' and 'Anatomy', respectively. Therefore, 'pain' could be either combined with 'stomach' in 'stomach pain' or used as a single term. Our semantic types corresponded to: < symptoms, diagnoses, drugs, and anatomical terms; < acronyms, modifiers and general terms; < elements that composed the information related to vaccination, for example, time modifiers and time units;
< terms denoting negation, probability, impression, assessment and certainty. The 'Modifier' type included two main groups of terms: (1) syndrome/disease names (terms such as 'Sjogren'), and (2) other attributive modifiers (adjectives such as 'cardiovascular ', participles such as 'persisting' and adverbs such as 'continuously'). Furthermore, the 'generalTerm' type included more general medical terms (nouns such as 'syndrome' and 'injury'). Any term that did not fit into any of the above distinct types was not included in any of the above semantic types and was considered as 'Unimportant'.
Our semantic text mining strategy was supported by two of the VaeTM components: the VAERS dictionary and the grammar rules.
VAERS dictionary
The existing (vaccine) adverse event ontologies and terminologies have been either inadequately described 13 or developed for different purposes.
14 Therefore, a dictionary of approximately 55 000 entries made out of other dictionaries and resources was created with each entry including the term and the appropriate tag corresponding to the semantic type, for example, 'benzphetamine-Drug'. The multi-word phrases (eg, 'acute abdomen') representing symptoms or diagnoses were not added as phrase entries to the dictionary but were composed from the single-word terms with the help of grammar rules (described below). In accordance with the principles of the ontology-driven information extraction, 15 this technique allowed the development and the active use of a flexible semantic dictionary.
Various resources were used to create the VAERS dictionary: SNOMED CT, Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA), the NIH SPECIALIST lexical tools, two medical textbooks, 16 17 the Drugs@FDA database, 18 and the list of vaccines published by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 8 The extraction of temporal information related to vaccination was supported by the inclusion of terms tagged as: (1) time modifiers and units (see supplementary table 1, available online only), and (2) numerical words. Supplementary table 1 (available online only) also includes abbreviations and the terms denoting negation, probability, impression, assessment, and certainty.
As in MedEx, 19 the VaeTM semantic tagger combined look-up and regular expression methods to map the tokens of the free text to the entries of the VAERS dictionary and tag them accordingly. In addition, the VaeTM parser and the normalizer allowed the composition of the multi-word phrases no matter whether the individual words were contiguous or not, a problem that has been identified but treated differently before. 20 
Grammar rules
The grammar rules supported the extraction of the 11 predefined features; each rule incorporated certain tags and, in some cases, other nested rules. Recognizing the difficulty to differentiate consistently between symptoms and diagnoses (eg, 'diarrhea' is reported either as a diagnosis or as a symptom in VAERS), we created two sets of rules. First, to support the extraction of medical terms that were described as symptoms and diagnoses in the sources we used for the development of our dictionary, we created two basic rules (namely 'MAIN_SYMPTOM' and 'MAIN_DIAGNOSIS', respectively). The basic rules combined a number of tags ('Symptom', 'Diagnosis', 'Acronym', 'Modifier', 'Anatomy', and 'generalConcept') and were treated as semantically equal, ie, symptoms were not distinguished from diagnoses; this was accomplished in the next step with the main rules. 
Pre-processor
Prepares the text for the main processing.
Sentence tokenizer
Splits text into sentences using a period.
Word tokenizer
Splits each sentence into tokens.
Normalizer
Removes punctuation marks and converts text to lowercase (1st normalization step). Removes the tokens tagged as 'Unimportant' after their tagging by the semantic tagger (2nd normalization step).
Removes an irrelevant tagged token that disrupts the contiguous tokens of a feature (3rd normalization step).
VAERS dictionary
Includes 55 000 entries (each entry includes to a term and its tag that corresponds to a semantic type).
Semantic tagger
Tags the tokens based on the dictionary entries.
Grammar rules
Define the relationships between tags (ie, the semantic types).
Rule-based parser
Parses the text by executing the grammar rules after:
(1) the 2nd normalization step, and (2) the 3rd normalization step.
Features extractor
Extracts the predefined features.
VAERS, vaccine adverse event reporting system; VaeTM, vaccine adverse event text mining.
Second, 11 main rules were formed to support the extraction of the predefined features. Some of them incorporated tags for certain keywords that: (1) acted as 'triggers' for certain features, for example, 'dx' for 'DIAGNOSIS', and (2) represented the contextual information of negation, possibility, impression, assessment and certainty. Previous natural language processing studies have reported the use of triggers to extract contextual features, such as negation (NegEx algorithm), 21 temporality (ConText system), 22 smoking status (HITEx system) 23 and uncertainty (MedLEE system). 10 Certain separators (commas, semicolons, the words 'and/or ' and the symbol '&') were incorporated into the grammar rules to separate contiguous tokens appropriately (eg, to split the sequence 'dx anaphylaxis and urticarial rash' into two diagnoses 'anaphylaxis' and 'urticarial rash'). Also, some secondary rules were created better to support the extraction of contextual features and along with the basic rules were nested within some of the main rules. Supplementary appendix 1 (available online only) includes the details about the structure of the main rules.
A fully worked example of a sentence processed through VaeTM components is illustrated in figure 1 . Python (version 2.6.4) was used to develop the VaeTM.
Evaluation
There were two purposes of the evaluation process. First, to assess the completeness of the VaeTM automated feature extraction compared to the manual feature extraction by physicians applying the same extraction rules. Second, to explore the feasibility of VaeTM output for an information retrieval (IR)-based approach at the first major step in the case series evaluation, namely case classification.
Completeness of feature extraction
In the first part, three evaluation rounds were performed. In the first evaluation, a corpus of 100 text files was created from VAERS reports received from 3 February 2011 to 28 February 2011. The second evaluation consisted of a corpus of equal size from a random selection of reports submitted to VAERS in 2010. A third evaluation of a subset of reports with high frequency of TIME_TO_ONSET and MEDICAL_HISTORY features was also conducted. We applied a query to all VAERS reports that were received before 1 January 2010 using specific keywords and key phrases (such as 'history' and 'after vaccination'). From the resulting subset (N¼1265) 100 reports were randomly selected. All corpora were split into two sets of 50 text files each and each set was independently reviewed by experienced VAERS reviewers. The descriptive statistics for the three corpora are presented in table 2.
Three medical reviewers participated in the three evaluations; two as primary manual extractors and one as the consensus annotator. All medical reviewers attended a 1-h training session in which the schema for the annotation of reports was described. The consensus annotator reviewed the annotations of the primary extractors and resolved any deviations from the reference schema to develop the 'reference standard' that was used for comparison with the VaeTM output. Medical reviewers followed the same principles that the VaeTM algorithm was built on. The VaeTM was modified after the first evaluation to improve performance during the second evaluation.
To evaluate the primary extractors' adherence to the reference schema, we calculated an adjusted version of the inter annotator agreement (IAA) per feature 24 :
where matched_annotations included the number of features that were correctly annotated by the primary annotators, and total_annotations the matched, the missed and the incorrectly annotated features.
VaeTM processed the text files of the corpora; the extracted features were compared with the 'reference standard'. The consensus annotator identified the full, conceptual and nonmatches per feature in each report. A match was considered to be 'full' when there was a complete textual agreement between the reference standard and the machine feature extraction (true positive (TP) cases); 'conceptual' when there was some textual agreement with minor contextual differences; 'none' when either there was no agreement or when VaeTM failed to extract any text for an existing feature (false negative (FN) cases). The 'non-matches' also included cases in which VaeTM extracted a non-existing feature (false positive cases). Based on the above counts the standard text extraction metrics of recall, precision and F-measure were calculated per feature:
Recall
We also made the assumption that 'conceptual-matches' could be treated either as TP or FN based on whether they weighed the same as a full or non-match, respectively. Based on this assumption, we calculated the lenient (conceptual-match as a TP case) and the strict version (conceptual-match as a FN case) of the above metrics.
We also conducted a qualitative error analysis to examine the differences between the 'reference standard' and the VaeTM output. Guided by the approach of Roberts et al, 24 we identified cases in which VaeTM did not: < Extract a feature (occurrence). < Extract all the elements of a feature (textual extent). < Assign the same feature type for the same span of text (typing). < Separate a multi-element feature (term decomposition). < Select all the appropriate neighboring modifiers for a key term (granularity). < Assign a term to the correct feature due to its ambiguity (term ambiguity). < Capture the anatomic sub-locations (locus specification).
Furthermore, we examined the sensitivity and specificity of the ability of VaeTM to extract a diagnosis 'fully' or 'conceptually' from the free text. To measure this, we calculated the proportion of reports with at least one correct diagnosis (as there may be more than one diagnosis per report) extracted from the VAERS report in the first and second corpus.
Use case: IR for case classification
We recently developed a rule-based text mining algorithm to identify possible anaphylaxis reports over a large set of VAERS reports; the rules of the algorithm represented the criteria of the Brighton collaboration (BC) case definition for anaphylaxis. 25 Although useful, the further development of rule-based systems is limited by the labor required to customize the rules for a broad range of individual conditions. To explore the potential for automated case classification, we used a previously developed training and testing set that were randomly formed from 6034 VAERS reports for H1N1 vaccine. 25 These reports had been classified by the FDA medical experts as potentially positive or negative for anaphylaxis.
VaeTM processed the symptom text of each report and extracted the corresponding features. The medical terms included in the DIAGNOSIS, the CAUSE_OF_DEATH, the SECOND_LEVEL_DIAGNOSIS and the SYMPTOM features were mapped to the medical terms that appear in the major and minor criteria of the BC case definition for anaphylaxis. 26 According to IR theory, it is possible to represent both the reports and the anaphylaxis queries as vectors whose components are the criteria of the BC case definition. Then a score can be assigned to each report by calculating the cosine similarity of the two vectors (see supplementary appendix 2, available online only). 27 After calculating the scores for all reports in the training and testing set, we used the scores of the training set as the predictors and the medical experts' classification as the gold standard to build the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve; specificity and sensitivity were calculated for the best cut-off point. The scores of the testing set were used to evaluate the performance of this approach.
We compared the performance of this method with both a text classification algorithm for anaphylaxis (hereafter, 'Text classifier') developed in our previous study 25 and an online classifier ('ABC tool'), which is offered by the BC to its members. 28 The 'ABC tool' allows confirmation of anaphylaxis based on user input for specific criteria of the corresponding case definitions. The same VaeTM terms that were mapped to the BC criteria were also used to feed the 'ABC tool'. The 'ABC tool' will not perform any classification for anaphylaxis when both criteria are not satisfied: (1) sudden onset and (2) rapid progression of signs and symptoms. As this information is not always available in the narratives of spontaneous reports that later prove to meet the case definition, the use of these criteria for the initial screening of reports would be counterproductive, so we considered them as present to facilitate the process.
RESULTS

Quantitative difference analysis (completeness of extraction)
Certain VaeTM's extraction of at least one DIAGNOSIS feature per report was highly specific (100%, 95% CI 82.20% to 100%), and sensitive (77.90%, 95% CI 66.75% to 86.26%) in the first evaluation; this was also shown by the area under the ROC curve (AUC 88.96%, 95% CI 84.30% to 93.62%). In the second evaluation specificity decreased but sensitivity increased (specificity 93.91%, 95% CI 78.38% to 98.94%; sensitivity 91.04%, 95% CI 80.88% to 96.31%; AUC 92.49%, 95% CI 87.11% to 97.87%).
The results for the set of 100 reports enriched for TIME_-TO_ONSET and MEDICAL_HISTORY (table 3) showed that VaeTM performed well in terms of the selected as well as the remaining features. Again, it is not possible to draw any conclusions for the rarely appearing CAUSE_OF_DEATH (N¼3), RULE_OUT_DIAGNOSIS (N¼5) and FAMILY_-HISTORY (N¼10).
In the first evaluation, the low IAA (table 3) could be explained by difficulties associated with distinguishing the DIAGNOSIS from SECOND_LEVEL_DIAGNOSIS, as well as SYMPTOM from both types of diagnoses among the primary annotators. Even though the IAA for DIAGNOSIS and SECOND_LEVEL_DIAGNOSIS was improved in the second evaluation, the primary annotators were still confused with the triggers that differentiate the two types of diagnoses. These issues were resolved in the third evaluation in which IAA was significantly improved. In the end, the low IAA in the first two evaluations did not impact the adequacy of the reference standard as a true comparator to assess the performance of the text miner because all the identified differences were reconciled appropriately using the same rules of the text mining algorithm.
Qualitative difference error analysis
The qualitative differences between VaeTM and the reference standard in the first evaluation are summarized in supplementary table 4 (available online only). We determined that VaeTM could not extract: < Non-medical periphrases, for example, 'patient was able to answer yes or no'. < General statements, for example, 'no further seizures'.
< Periphrastic description of treatment, for example, 'antiseizure medication'. < Features without a trigger, for example, 'The patient does not drink alcohol' as MEDICAL_HISTORY. < The initiation of a condition (eg, 'started to blister'), the alteration of a status (eg, 'adenoma increased in size'), and the discontinuation of a medication (eg, 'stopped treatment with Lamictal'). < A feature acting as a modifier within another feature, for example, in 'penicillin allergy' in which penicillin modified allergy. < Standalone adjectives denoting a condition, for example, 'patient was hypoxic'. Several additional sources of errors were attributed to missing inflections of existing terms in the VAERS dictionary (eg, past participles and adverbs). VaeTM was updated to address these weaknesses, however some occurrence, textual extent, granularity and term ambiguity issues persisted in the second evaluation (table 4) .
Use case
The ROC in figure 2 illustrates the classification of anaphylaxis reports in the training set using the 'Text classifier', the 'ABC tool' and the VaeTM-based score. At the best cut-off point of the curves (marked with the dots) sensitivity and specificity were calculated (figure 2). The 'Text classifier' and the 'ABC tool' also classified the reports of the testing set, while the cosine similarity threshold that resulted in the best cut-off point in the ROC curve was used accordingly. In terms of sensitivity, our approach performed equally well (83.1%) and significantly better compared to the 'Text classifier' (83.1%) and the 'ABC tool' (40.7%), respectively. However, specificity was lower (73.9%).
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to create a fully automated feature extraction tool for the VAERS spontaneous reporting system. We have demonstrated that it is possible to extract clinically significant medical concepts efficiently from VAERS narratives using a novel text miner that combines a small lexicon with a flexible set of grammar rules and use it to classify a set of reports accurately following an IR approach.
The principal finding is that VaeTM successfully extracts information despite the known variability and idiosyncrasies of VAERS reports (lenient F-measure in the second evaluation $79% for the six key high frequency features and lenient F-measures of 78.4% and 67% for TIME_TO_ONSET and MEDICAL_HISTORY in the enriched dataset). Our analyses of the sensitivity (91%) and specificity (94%) of VaeTM in detecting at least one correct diagnosis per report in the second evaluation, coupled with the low estimated false positive rate of diagnoses (lenient precision in the second evaluation 0.878; table 3), suggests that the VaeTM system might be sufficiently reliable for routine surveillance.
While the ability to summarize the most salient clinical information in a report is immediately helpful to the FDA, more formal classification of the extracted features would provide even greater gains in reducing the labor required for adverse event review. We demonstrated that the combination of a general purpose feature extractor (VaeTM) and a general IR algorithm (cosine similarity) can provide results as good as a specific rule-based classification algorithm. In particular, sensitivity was higher (83.1% vs 40.7) and equal (83.1% vs 83.1%) when compared to the 'ABC tool' and the 'Text classifier' in the testing set, respectively. Although the cost of decreased specificity should not be ignored, high sensitivity is often a higher priority in safety surveillance, as the only cost is the manual review of some extra false positive reports. While the rule-based 'Text classifier' performed best, it is labor intensive to pursue this direction for a broader range of conditions. The combination of VaeTM with a general IR algorithm, such as cosine similarity, offers potential for a generalizable approach to adverse event classification without the requirement for customized rules. The question remains as to how such a tool might be integrated into current pharmacovigilance practice. Anaphylaxis is an AEFI of sufficient interest for vaccine safety surveillance that VaeTM could be used to identify such reports in routine surveillance at the FDA. Also, the tool offers the possibility of distilling a long report into a short informative statement combining the extracted features with the structured information in VAERS, eg, 'nausea, vomiting and diarrhea occurred 2 days after receipt of trivalent influenza vaccine in a 63 year old woman with a prior history of diabetes and taking insulin'. Such statements might be used by pharmacovigilance reviewers in daily surveillance of serious reports as an initial screen instead of the entire report. Further development of these applications is currently underway. Tools such as VaeTM should improve the aggregation of data, making more time available for critical assessment and decision making by pharmacovigilance experts.
Limitations
Our study has three primary limitations. First, the small corpora may limit the extraction efficacy of VaeTM in terms of the variety of identifiable medical concepts, abbreviations and acronyms. However, human annotation requires considerable effort, and further investigation may find that certain features that are present rarely (family history, and rule out diagnosis) or infrequently (past medical history, vaccine lot, cause of death and onset interval) in VAERS reports may not significantly impact routine safety surveillance because of the overall extent of true missing information in the remainder of the reports. Second, it is important to note that VaeTM cannot overcome the traditional limitations of passive surveillance: variable data quality, completeness, susceptibilities to reporting bias, and underreporting. Finally, it is not known whether the performance of VaeTM is generalizable to other SRS containing different medical products, different and unique terminology, and other key features.
CONCLUSION
This work has examined and demonstrated the feasibility of efficiently extracting key descriptors from the narratives of a safety surveillance system using a general purpose tool. We have also demonstrated the feasibility of applying VaeTM output to case classification for possible anaphylaxis. Semantic text mining might offer significant gains in efficiency and reproducibility for safety surveillance.
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